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 Garbage no doubt – but who could resist a title like that?         Source: CVMC website 

 

 

 

 

Naughty Boys and Soldiers  



CVMC video retail/rental website review: 
 
“A strict private tries to whip a group of misfit 

soldiers into shape. Nearby is a school with a 

pretty teacher who the man falls for. As these 

two start to relate and fall in love, the kids in 

her classroom, roughly eight to ten years old, 

cause a lot of trouble. Things heat up when a 

platoon of American soldiers arrive and the 

platoon of Chinese feels it must prove itself 

superior. The plot takes a backseat to the 

frequent spanking and bathroom jokes; if 

you're in the mood for such a thing, bound to 

be a hit. Followed by "ME AND YOU AND A 

GIRL NAMED UGLY". 
  
Rated NR: brief/moderate nudity; violence; 

profanity; brief/mild sexual themes  

Language: Chinese (also some English) (with 

English subtitles) 

Categories: Boy Films, Little to Preteen, 

Comedy, First Love, Girl Films, Little to 

Preteen 

 

Notes: The print includes minor speckling, and 

there are some small tracking glitches to be 

found. Subtitles for an Asian language coexist 

with the English subtitles; the subtitles are 

white and are difficult to see on bright 

backgrounds; a few of the subtitles are cut off 

the screen; much of the subtitling is 

grammatically incorrect.” 
 
 
[no listing in "Leonard Maltin's Movie and 
Video Guide 2001"] 
 

 

 
 
 
No further information currently available.  If a platoon of American soldiers arrive, and World 
War III hasn’t broken out, then this must be Taiwan.  Oriental comedies rarely travel well, and 
are not exactly noted for subtlety.  In any case the children here are clearly subordinate 
characters, so one would need to have a high tolerance for goofy soldier humour. 
 
See subject index under ASIA, COMEDY, RASCALS & SCALAWAGS and SCHOOL. 
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